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Abstract

Global environment governance (GEG) is absorbing private actors into the

producing and provision of environment public good. “New publicness” is

manifest with vanishing boundary between public and private spheres. While

private actors become public, public actors are “privatized” to achieve “good

governance”. Since the starting of compliant carbon trading of Beijing in 2013,

over 500 working units were listed as compliant actors. After the Paris

Agreementwas reached in 2015, more stringent requirements were imposed,

making compliance more challenging. Rational actors choose different strategies

to fulfill their local mitigation obligations. In most cases, carbon trading

programs are carried out through public-private partnerships (PPPs) composed

by a compliant actor as carbon source, a forestry bureau or new energy company

as carbon sink, and think tanks or NGOs to provide information, technologies or

know-how for capacity building. When most conditions are similar, some actors

choose more active or compliant strategies than others do. And in China, lots of

PPPs contain government-affiliated organizations as public-private “hybrids”. By

analyzing super-compliant actors in Beijing carbon market, this paper attempts

to examine how the degree of “publicness” is chosen when environmental civism

is confronted with private means of livelihood.
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Global environment governance (GEG) is a process of value discovery, featured by

knowledge innovation and science-policy interactions, focusing on the provision

of environment governance as a “public good”. Public good is defined as

non-excludable and non-rivalrous good that the consumption of it by one

individual does not reduce the amount available to be consumed by another

individual.1 The purity of public good is just the reason human beings should

cherish and protect it by collective efforts, for excessive use of it may result

in negative externalities affecting all users. The value of providing public goods

may not be calculated in currencies, but in terms of “priceless price”.2 When the

concepts, perceptions and ideas could be put into practices, the “priceless price”

will have its timing to be transformed into priced commodities.3 Exclusion

mechanisms are necessary to privatize a public good in order to avoid free-riding,

underproduction, overuse or degradation. Till now, one way to protect GEG as a

pure public good could be found in the “cap-and-trade” system in carbon market,

a financial derivative innovated to conquer the climate changing crisis.

In most contracts of carbon trading, 3 elements are indispensable. First,

governments as public authorities set a cap for total emission volume of

greenhouse gases (GHGs), as as to create “scarcity” and “demands” of the

mitigation of GHG emission. Second, “carbon sources” and “carbon sinks” in

industries indicate “demands” and “supplies”, and accelerate the construction of

carbon market platforms. Such a man-made process of “privatization” or

“commercialization” endows property rights to GHG emission reduction and

makes it possible for pricing. Third, diffusion of carbon market knowledge

1 Hugh Gravelle, Ray Rees, Microeconomics (3 edition), Financial Times/Prentice Hall, 2004.
2 Frank Ackerman, Lisa Heinzerling, Priceless: On Knowing The Price Of Everything And The Value Of Nothing,
New York: New Press, 2005, pp.8-9, 164, 177.
3 James Gustave Speth, The Bridge at the Edge of the World: Capitalism, the Environment, and Crossing from
Crisis to Sustainability, New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2008, p.75.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Externalities
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enables progressive actors to participate, and provide “best practices” and

capacity building chances for reluctant actors.

Through the analysis of 4 cases in Beijing-based carbon trading before and after

2013, in which year Beijing was appointed as a pilot city in carbon trading, this

paper aims to explore how actors balance themselves between environmental

civism and private means of livelihood. It’s hypothesized that actors whose

identities are hybrid, being both a governmental affiliation and a private

enterprise, may accelerate the process of legitimization between environmental

science and policy-makers.

I. “New Publicness” in Global Environment Governance (GEG)

The “publicness” of governance is a social construct. The concept and

relationship between the public and private have been subjected to an ever

space-time related making and remaking.4 Origin of business/government and

private/public dichotomy may be traced back in the ancient times, and has

demonstrated a tendency of integration between the public and the private in

the wake of modernity.5

The “new publicness” has 3 features: Firstly, in additional to state actors as

public goods providers, new private actors come in acting as collaborators

seeking for solutions for challenges; Secondly, relations among actors are no

longer top-down, but innovators or peer producers, making common efforts in

an open-minded network, learning “best practices”. Thirdly, a two-way paradigm

indicates changes in methods, identities and partnerships between public and

4 Frans de Waal, Our Inner Ape: A Leading Primatologist Explains Why We Are Who We Are, New York:
Riverhead Books, 2005, p.90.
5 Math Noortmann, Transnational Public Private Partnerships: Handmaidens of Empire or Counter-Empire, LAP
LAMBERTAcademic Publishing, 2014, pp.18-19.
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private actors in providing GEG as a public good. Two transformation processes

of public and private ownership, actors, and spheres are under way--

“privatization” of the public and “publicization” of the private, which means

public and private domains are being “hybridized”--they are integrated,

partnered, or redefined in different degrees.

1. “Hybridity” between Public and Private Domains

Since 1980s, when Margaret Thatcher was the British Prime Minister, her

cabinet introduced policies emphasizing the privatization of public services,

which reversed the weak British economy. The policy of privatization was called

“a crucial ingredient of Thatcherism”.6 With the development of international

organizations, more and more private corporations have been undertaking

public responsibilities. Faced with global public crisis, private actors are gaining

more and more political authorities by being involved in a public-private hybrid

type of governance.7 Global governance is featured by “new publicness”,

authorizing legitimacy and governance functions to private actors that have

formerly been the sole authority of sovereign states.

1) Privatization of Public Provision: A Good Derivative

Carbon market is a miracle in human history that public goods are privatized

through “cap-and-trade” mechanism by creating financial derivatives out of

pollutants’ emission reduction so that actors at levels from global to local would

be encouraged to produce and provide it.

The reason why mechanisms of carbon trading to marketalize or commercialize

a public good could make actors to act voluntarily is that it respects the

6 Antony Seldon, Daniel Collings, Britain under Thatcher, London, New York: Taylor & Francis, 2000, pp.92-95.
7 Que Tianshu, “Global Governance of Public Crisis: Regression on Publicness (公共危机的全球治理——基于

公共性的回归)”, International Review (国际观察), Vol.2, 2016, pp.142-153.
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heterogeneity among individual actors while they are taking collective actions

for GEG.8 When heterogeneity could be measured and rewarded according to

specific contributions, actors would be firmer in their belief to do good deeds.

Thus, carbon market as an exclusion mechanism for protecting pure public good

of GEG, is absorbing more and more voluntary players, who are actually

believers of “One for all, and all for one”.

2) Publicization of Private Production: A New Paradigm

With the development of carbon trading, private firms gradually realized that

instead of being contradictory to each other., the relations between social

responsibilities and corporate profit-making are co-evolutionary. More and more

social responsibility elements have been integrated into their corporate culture,

and the notion of “good company” or “social enterprise”, which concept came into

being since the 18th century,9 become more and more welcomed in modern life.

That trend demonstrates a possibility that private actors could also be

authorized producers and providers of public goods.

It’s important to point out that such integration doesn’t blur the border between

public and private actors. On the contrary, mutual cooperation and gradual

integration will make both of public and private actors clear about their

distinctions, and try to enhance their independence and mutuality by

augmenting aims, identities and attributes of each other.10 This is the most

significant inspiration of “hybrid governance”.

8 Chen Gang, Kyoto Protocol and International Climate Cooperation, Beijing: Xinhua Press, 2008, pp.113-120.
9 Matthew Bishop, Michael Green, Philanthrocapitalism: How Giving Can Save the World, Bloomsbury Press,
2009.
10 Axel Marx, “The Public-Private Distinction in Global Governance: How Relevant Is It in the Case of Voluntary
Sustainability Standards”, The Chinese Journal of Global Governance, Vol. 3, 2017, pp.1-26.

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=rdr_ext_aut?_encoding=UTF8&index=books&field-author=Matthew Bishop
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=rdr_ext_aut?_encoding=UTF8&index=books&field-author=Michael Green
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2. What’s New for “Hybrid Governance”?

The most striking feature of hybrid governance would be collaborative

innovation, which would encourage private actors to undertake the

responsibilities of tackling global challenges. Those lofty missions in most of

cases are invaluable, but could be valued by creating privatizing mechanism like

carbon trading system and absorbing public attention before actions.

1) Peer Production: Changes in Innovation Paradigm

Hybrid governance is solution-oriented. Users with same interests find each

other as peers on platforms with equal opportunities like Internet, composing

teams for know-how and expertise through open-source collaboration, until they

solve the problem. Such teams are better unified than those in top-down

structures, for they regard free-riders in the early stage of provision as potential

peers who will realize the advantages of their innovative knowledge, and be

determined to buy or join the public goods production process voluntarily.11

“Peer Production” is a concept of Wikinomics or Open-source Economics.12 It’s

different from hierarchical production led by central policy-making or market

production led by demands of customers. In such a collaborative innovation

model based on relevance and credibility, first-mover advantages could bring

large-scale benefits and value-adding spaces, and second-movers could achieve

higher efficiency and lower costs for public governance. That’s also termed as

“new innovation paradigm” indicating producers, including “outsiders”, working

closely to find out solutions for difficult problems and contribute to a learning

process that ultimately lead to a reformulation of the problem and to a

11 Don Tapscott, Anthony D. Williams, Wikinomics: How Mass Collaboration Changes Everything, New York:
Penguin Group Inc., 2006.
12 Yochai Benkler, “Coase’s Penguin, or, Linux and the Nature of the Firm”, The Yale Law Journal, Vol.112, Issue
3, December 2002, p.372.
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reconceptualisation of the search for solutions.13

2) “Prosumer Alliance”: Changes in Public-Private Relations

The “hybridization” of public and private actors also indicate transformation in

actors’ identities as both producers and consumers of public goods, also called

“prosumers” of public goods.14 They join the production of public goods just

because they themselves are in need of those products. Prosumers are often

public entrepreneurs with insights and activism in different industries. With

enlargement of peer production network and increase of prosumers, public and

private actors could establish “prosumer alliance”.

In the “prosumer alliance”, all prosumers could be informed of problems like the

lacking of funding, human resources, policy supports. Those who have relevant

talents or resources may share with all members, so as to accelerate the speed of

problem-solving. If professionals in financial management is in need, notice could

be sent out and new peer members may join in at any time. Personnel

management could be visualized through communication channels, so that

everybody could supervise each other, and promotion could be based on

performance transparently.15 Public actors formerly considered as “gatekeepers”

may be changed into “porous boundary spanners”, acting as mediators

distributing power upwards to the international level and downwards to

sub-national agencies, tying policies and practices of states with “sutures” that

hold the system of governance together.16

13 Lynn K. Mytelka and Keith Smith, Innovation Theory and Innovation Policy: Bridging the Gap,
14 Alvin Toffler, The Third Wave, Morrow, 1980, pp.265-266.
15 Peter A. Gloor, Rob Laubacher, Scott B. C. Dynes, Yan Zhao, “Visualization of Communication Patterns in
Collaborative Innovation Networks: Analysis of Some W3C Working Groups”, ACM CKIM International
Conference on Information and Knowledge Management, New Orleans, November 3-8, 2003.
16 Paul Hirst, Grahame Thompson, Globalization in Question: The International Economy and the Possibilities of
Governance, Cambridge: Polity, 1996.
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3) Public-Private Equilibrium: Changes in Mindset

Hybrid governance means the former rationales of global governance should be

changed into one of capacity building. It’s more complicated and efforts-taking to

find the equilibrium point between the public and the private. By fully

understanding the incapability of human beings in conquering global challenges,

GEG will be more successful by mutual capacity building of public and private

actors, in order to tackle uncertainties.17 Legitimacy of scientific knowledge is

constructed through interactions with public authorities.18 The emergency of

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) may also play an important role in the

process of public-private integration, for they build relationships with private

actors in other countries and have greater flexibility in facilitating networks

between non-governmental parties at home and abroad.19

Therefore, when an institutional arrangement for valuing public goods provision

is ready, there are still difficulties in implementation and optimization. It took 15

years (1989-2005) for the experience of Applied Energy Systems (AES)

Corporation’s carbon sequestration offsetting project to be turned into the

flexible mechanism of carbon trading in Kyoto Protocol.20 A decade later, when

Paris Agreement was signed by 175 nation states, there have been a diversity of

innovative public-private partnerships (PPPs) or transnational PPPs promoting

climate mitigation and adaptation throughout the world. What should be done

next is to sum up the “best practices” in cases or models in different localities of

the world, seeking the most appropriate standards and methodologies from all

17 Marco Schäferhoff, Sabine Campe, Christopher Kaan, “Transnational Public-Private Partnerships in
International Relations: Making Sense of Concepts, Research Frameworks, and Results”, International Studies
Review, Vol.11, 2009, p.463.
18 Peter M. Haas, “The Epistemic Authority of Solution-Oriented Global Environmental Assessments”,
Environmental Science and Policy, Vol.3, 2017, p.2.
19 Joseph S. Nye, “The New Public Diplomacy”, Project Syndicate, February 10, 2010,
http://www.magiken.com/archive/Clinton-emails/C05767159.pdf, accessed on February 17, 2017.
20 Mark C. Trexler, Paul E. Faeth, John Michael Kramer, Forestry as A Response to Global Warming: An Analysis
of the Guatemala Agroforestry and Carbon Sequestration Project, Washington D.C.: World Resource Institute,
1989.

http://www.magiken.com/archive/Clinton-emails/C05767159.pdf
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over the world to be applied to local practices, thus promoting collaborative

innovation to conquer specific challenges in different situation.

This paper attempts to analyze 4 cases in Beijing, representing the most active

low-carbon actors in industries of environment sanitation, auto insurance,

architecture design, and shared bikes, to explore how actors balance themselves

between environmental civism and private means of livelihood.

II.Four Carbon Trading Stories in Beijing

Since the convention of the 17th Communist Party of China (CPC) National

Congress in 2007, as the national political and cultural center, Beijing municipal

government has been attaching great importance on transforming economic

growth model from an extensive high-carbon one into a resource-friendly

low-carbon one, aiming to build a “culture-enriched, technology-empowered and

environment-friendly” Beijing into a global city, and this concept was further

developed with the opportunity of the 29th Olympic Games held in Beijing in

2008. In 2010, “Environment-Friendly” Beijing Action Plan (2010-2012) was

issued aiming at building a modern world city by carrying out manufacturing,

consumption and environmental protection measures. In 2011, the “global city”

goal was written in the 12th Five-year Plan of Beijing focusing on social welfare

and public culture service, science and technology (S&T) innovation through

research and development (R&D), and to develop Beijing into an intensive,

effective and eco-friendly city.21

In October 2011, Beijing was officially nominated as a carbon trading pilot city by

21 Dong Changqing, “‘Cultue-Enriched, Technology-Empowered and Environment-Friendly’ Beijing in the 12th
Five-Year Plan Annouced”, Beijing Daily, September 2, 2011.
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National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC). On March 28, 2012,

Beijing Municipal Commission of Development and Reform (BMCDR) started its

action to fulfill that challenging task. As a first step, on November 28, 2013, China

Beijing Environment Exchange (CBEEX) was established.22 Just in that year,

Beijing experienced the thickest haze lasting for several days, and the Beijing

Municipal Environmental Protection Bureau (BMEPB) carried out urgent

measures during the heavily polluted period, including coercive measures to

prohibit the usage of 30% of government cars in the extremely polluted

districts.23 Although the city is still featured by a top-down administrative

procedure, private enterprises, brokers, communities, non-governmental

organizations (NGOs), scholars and other relevant actors are more and more

involved into climate governance process. What’s more, they are collaborating

with each other, constructing various types of public-private partnerships (PPPs).

The most striking cooperation has been found in the carbon trading mechanism.

In September 2014, BMCDR and Beijing Municipal Bureau of Landscape and

Forestry (BMBLF) issued a joint mandate titled “Carbon Offsetting Regulation of

Beijing (Trial)”, in which the year 2013 was set as a start year for carbon

offsetting.24 Over 500 legal entities were listed as compliant actors, for their

GHG emission between 2009-2011 exceeded 10,000 tons of carbon dioxide

equivalent (CO2e). BMCDR provided subsidies for low-carbon equipment

furnishing for those who are willing to replace fossil fuels in 2014. After the Paris

Agreement was signed on December 12, 2015, the Beijing Municipal Government

(BMG) issued another mandate on December 28 with a more ambitious decision

to adjust 10,000 tons/year down to 5,000 tons/year, aiming at setting a more

stringent standard to avoid indifferent attitudes.25 This measure caused another

22 Fu Meng, Zhang Yongjie, Ye Jiandong, Jiang Jianyun, Zhang Fan, “Research on Market Analysis and
Developing Situation of Carbon Trading Pilot in Beijing”, Science Technology and Industry, Vol.14, 2014, p.62.
23 Yin Li, “Beijing Haze Keeps Lasting: Netizens Take Body Vacuum Cleaners as A Self-mochery”, China New
Press, January 13, 2013.
24 BMCDR & BMBLF, “Carbon Offsetting Regulation of Beijing (Trial)”, September 2, 2014,
http://www.chinaft.com.cn/news/policy/2059.shtml, accessed on August 8, 2016.
25 Liu Huan, “Those Whose GHG Emission Exceeds 5000 tons of CO2e Will Be Included into Major Compliant

http://www.chinaft.com.cn/news/policy/2059.shtml
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10% of public and private organizations to purchase carbon permissions, in

addition to the former 60-70% organizations.

Rational actors choose different strategies to fulfill their mitigation obligations.

Legal entities with emission far below 5,000 tons of CO2e choose to do business

as usual. Those above 5,000 tons of CO2e hesitated to take actual measure, but

may have to purchase carbon credits to offset their excess emission in CBEEX.

Those above 10,000 had to take serious measures since 2013, so most of them

were safe when the new standard of 2015 was carried out. To explore why some

actors take actions more actively than the others, those who started earlier than

2013 and performed well after 2013 may be good samples to study. Here we

select 4 cases of carbon trading stories in Beijing. Two took place before 2013 as

first movers, the other two were carried out after 2013 as second movers.

Similarities and differences among them may help us understand appropriate

approaches to achieve a “win-win” balance between environment civism and

private means of living in China.

1. Cases before 2013

The first transaction of carbon emission reduction in human history took place

voluntarily in 1989 by AES Corp, a power generation company based in

Arlington, Virginia, taking advantage of a 1978 Public Utility Regulatory

Policy Act (PURPA) that required utilities to purchase power from independent

energy producers. Being among the first to recognize the opportunity for

independent generators to produce power at much lower costs than the

established utilities, the co-founders, Roger Sant and Dennis Bakke, have been

involved in drafting PURPA in public sector.26 Collaborating with World

Actors（北京市年碳排放总量超 5000吨将纳入重点监控）”, Xinhua News Agency, December 29, 2015,
http://news.xinhuanet.com/city/2015-12/29/c_128577340.htm, [2017-06-08].
26 Robert M. Grant, AES Corporation: Rewriting the Rules of Management, New Jersey: Blackwell Publishing,
2002, p.3.

http://news.xinhuanet.com/city/2015-12/29/c_128577340.htm,
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Resource Institute (WRI), CARE, Peace Corp, USAID, Forestry Ministry of

Guatemala (DIGEBOS), they raised $14.5 million to plant 52 million pines and

eucalyptus trees, which would be emitted by Thames coal-fired power plant in

Montville, New London, CT in its 40 years of lifetime.27 WRI set a price of

$0.03/ton CO2e, which was also the first time for GHG pricing. AES invested $2.1

million and got certified for 70 million tons of CO2e.28

In 1997, when the Kyoto Protocol was signed, 3 flexible mechanisms—emission

trading (ET), joint implementation (JI), and clean development mechanism (CDM )

were introduced as additional means of meeting countries’ mitigation targets.29

Carbon exchanges with a mandate “cap” of emissions are known as compliant

carbon markets (CCMs).30 CCMs are featured by “compliant access, compliant

mitigation”, for they are legally bound by the Kyoto framework and the exchange

volumes of CCMs are recorded in their carbon market tracing system. At the same

time, voluntary carbon market (VCM) have been existing together with CCMs,

featured by “voluntary access, compliant mitigation”. In Beijing, CBEEX deals with

both CCM and VCM transactions, aiming to fulfill China’s mitigation promise in

the Paris Agreement signed in 2015.

27 Mark C. Trexler, Paul E. Faeth, John Michael Kramer, Forestry as A Response to Global Warming: An Analysis
of the Guatemala Agroforestry and Carbon Sequestration Project, Washington D.C.: World Resource Institute,
1989; Marcy Trent, et. al., The AES Corporation (A) & (B), Sustainable Enterprise Program (SEP) of World
Resources Institute (WRI), 1992.
28 World Commission on Dams, Introduction to Global Change: Thematic Review II.2 Dams and Global Change,
Cape Town: World Commission on Dams Secretariat, November 1999, p.13.
29 UNFCCC, “The Mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol: Emissions Trading, the Clean Development Mechanism
and Joint Implementation”, The United Nations, 2012,
http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/mechanisms/items/1673.php, [2017-06-13].
30 Countries’ targets are expressed as levels of allowed emissions, or “assigned amounts,” over the
2008-2012 commitment period, and the allowed emissions are divided into “assigned amount units” (AAUs).
ET, as set out in Article 17 of the Kyoto Protocol, allows countries that have emission units to spare to sell
this excess capacity to countries that are over their targets. JI, defined in Article 6, allows a country with an
emission reduction or limitation commitment under the Kyoto Protocol (Annex B Party) to earn “emission
reduction units” (ERUs) from an emission-reduction or emission removal project in another Annex B Party,
each equivalent to one tonne of CO2 (The frequently used unit is MtCO2e, million tonnes of CO2equivalent),
offering Parties a flexible and cost-efficient means of fulfilling a part of their Kyoto commitments, while the
host Party benefits from foreign investment and technology transfer. CDM, defined in Article 12, allows an
Annex B Party to implement an emission-reduction project in developing countries, which can earn
“certified emission reduction” (CER) credits, which is the first global, environmental investment and credit
scheme of its kind. Therefore, CDM is seen as a trailblazer. See UNFCCC, “United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change”, The United Nations, 1992,
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/conveng.pdf.

http://www.google.com.hk/search?hl=zh-CN&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Mark+C.+Trexler%22
http://www.google.com.hk/search?hl=zh-CN&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Paul+E.+Faeth%22
http://www.google.com.hk/search?hl=zh-CN&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22John+Michael+Kramer%22
http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/mechanisms/items/1673.php
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1) Anding Landfill Gas CDM Project

The first CDM project applied by China was the Anding Landfill Gas (LFG) Project

in Daxing District, 40 km south of the downtown of Beijing. The initiator of this

project Zhang Yimeng was vice CEO of Beijing Jifeng Industrial Investment

Management Company. He suggested the CDM project to reduce methane (CH4)

emission of solid waste to Liu Xiuchang, vice director of Beijing Erqing

Environment Sanitation Engineering Group Co. Ltd. (Erqing), and the owner of

Anding Landfill (later merged as a branch of Beijing Environmental Sanitation

Engineering Group Ltd.). He recommended the garbage percolate technology of

Transpacific New Zealand (TPI NZ) to him. By proposing landfill methane

sequestration project, methane emission could be reduced from 4,004 tons CO2e

in 2005 down to 1,551 tons CO2e in 2014. That volume of GHG emission

reduction could be sold to Energy Systems International (ESI) of Netherlands.

These four stakeholders signed a CDM project and starting this from July 2002.31

Since CDM project was a newly emerging mechanism, from July 2002 to June

2004, there was no official CDM administrative organization in China in charge of

the project application, approval and other complex procedures, and worries

about possible invalidity of Kyoto Protocol were obvious. By March 1, 2005, Jifeng

Industrial Investment Management Co. has invested over 20 million RMB yuan in

Anding LFG Project, mainly for purchases and installment of equipment. From

project design to the emission reduction credits approval and issuance,

documents prepared were more than one foot thick. Except for the inaccuracy of

estimated emission volume, the price of certified carbon credits is also volatile,

which could go up and down between 200 RMB yuan per ton or so in a month.32

The World Bank price in 2004 was $4.2/ton CO2e, according to which the

estimated benefits for Anding LFG project would be at most $210,000 (about

31 Zhang Weihua, “The History of the First CDM Project in China”, Economy, Vol.7, 2007, p.23.
32 Ibid., p.24.
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¥1.6 million), which estimation was made on the condition that the optimistically

predicted 50,000 tons of CO2e could be realized. Comparing with 20 million RMB

yuan of preliminary investments, that amount of funding could not be enough

even for daily equipment maintenance.33

In June 2004, Interim Procedure of the CDM Project Management signed by

National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), Ministry of Science and

Technology (MOST) and Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) came into operation,

and was revised in October 2005.34 To protect the interests of enterprises

involved in CDM projects, NDRC set a reference price ($5 in 2004 and €8 later) as

a “threshold price”. Any application under that reference price would not be

approved domestically. Later it was proved that this price not only didn’t hinder

the foreign direct investment (FDI) from the Annex I countries of the Kyoto

Protocol, but became a “best practice” for global carbon market.35

Table 1: Stakeholder Analysis of Anding LFG Project

Stakeholder Identity Provision Incentives Joining Year

1 Zhang Yimeng
(Jifeng) Private Initiator; ¥20

million
Experience of CDM;
merging into ESI 2002

2
Liu Xiuchang,
(Erqing/
Anding)

SOE (Hybrid)
(Carbon
Source)

Landfill gas
collection&
utilization

Environment, funding,
percolate technology
& carbon trading

2002

3 ESI
(Netherlands)

Private
(Carbon Sink)

Carbon credits
purchasing

Cost saving; partner of
CDM buyer in China 2002

4 TPI NZ Private Waste Dealing
Technology

Technology
application 2002

5 NDRC Public (NDA)
CDM threshold
price; domestic
approval

Compliance of Kyoto
Protocol at national
level

2004

6 UNFCCC Global Public Estimation&
verification

Compliance of Kyoto
Protocol at global level 2005

Data resource: Zhang Weihua, “The History of the First CDM Project in China”, Economy. Vol.7, 2007, pp.22-25.

In May 2005, the UN representatives came to Anding Landfill and estimated the

33 Zhang Weihua, “The History of the First CDM Project in China”, p.24.
34 National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) ,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), Interim Procedure of the CDM Project Management (清洁发展机制项目运行

管理办法), http://www.gov.cn/gzdt/att/att/site1/20110922/001e3741a2cc0fe52cf402.pdf, [2017-06-10].
35 Miriam Schröder, “Varieties of Carbon Governance: Utilizing the Clean Development Mechanism for
Chinese Priorities”, The Journal of Environment and Development, 2009, Vol.18, No.4, pp.379-380.

http://www.gov.cn/gzdt/att/att/site1/20110922/001e3741a2cc0fe52cf402.pdf,
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carbon emission reduction amount as 50,000 tons of CO2e, on the basis of

emission volume from January 2005 to April 2006. Of course, the estimation is

usually higher than the actual amount. Luckily, the test run of Anding LFG Project

was successful in 2005 and was approved as No.1 CDM project in China in

2006.36 Before the Kyoto Protocol came into effect in 2005, Jifeng Industrial

concentrated its attention on Anding LFG Project. After that, it rapidly started

numerous CDM projects including wind power, hydropower, coal bed gas, and so

on. In the same year, Jifeng merged into ESI, carrying out CDM projects in China

as its sole agent, becoming an active carbon emission credits buyer.37

Figure 1: Network Relations of Anding LFG Project

According to Figure 1, multilevel actors involved in Anding LFG project could be

categorized into 3 groups—international, national, and local (see the upper right

box in Figure 1). According to their organizational identity, they could also be

divided into 3 kinds—public, private and hybrid. The hybrid actor, Erqing is a

state-owned enterprise (SOE) established by Beijing Municipal Government,

36 Zhang Weihua, “The History of the First CDM Project in China”, pp.23-24.
37 Zhang Weihua, “Business after 2012(2012年以后的生意)”, Economy, Vol.7, 2007, p.27.
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based on Yiqing Group, Erqing Group, Siqing Group and Beiqing Group, which

could be traced back to 1949. After successful application of Anding LFG Project,

it grows into a joint stock company in 2006, with a registered fund of 900 million

and a total asset of ¥1,700 million, employing more than 5,000 workers. It is now

the largest and best SOE in environment sanitation industry of Beijing.38 As a

hybrid, Erqing is well informed of environment-relevant policies, so that the

project was launched effectively.

The two black arrows are actually the key network relations for the launching

and success of this project. One is between Erqing and TPI NZ, the other is

between Jifeng and ESI. For Erqing, Liu Xiuchang, as an expert in garbage

percolate technology, could surely foresee the benefits from this project. As one

of 16 landfill sites in Beijing, Anding Landfill Site was in great need of the

percolate dealing technology from TPI NZ.39 Funding and know-how of Jifeng

were attractive conditions for cooperation to avoid risks of application failure.

For Jifeng, although it had to invest ¥20 million as a cost, but the precious

experience may help them make adjustments between investment and return in

future projects, and large-scale participation of Chinese companies will surely

cover their first investment later.

In a word, as first movers in CDM project application in China, both Erqing and

Jifeng were designed to learn from foreign experts and practitioners in

technology, methodology and involvement into international climate governance

mechanism. That peer production experience of transnational PPP would be

important to build their capacities for integrating their future independent

innovation into policy-making and low-carbon practices.

38 Beijing Huanwei Group, Brief Introduction(集团简介), April 9, 2014,
http://101.201.102.177/approach/brief.html, [2017-06-13].
39 Liu Xiuchang, Cui Xiaoguang, Li Zhongrui, “Percolate Dealing and Landfill Gas Collection and Incineration
Project of Anding Landfill Site(安定垃圾卫生填埋场渗滤液处理和气体收集焚烧工程)”, Water Supply and
Waste Water Engineering(《给水排水》), Vol.31, No.8, 2005, pp.23-25.

http://www.besg.com.cn/about.php?fid=7&cid=12,
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2) Tianping Auto Insurance Voluntary Offsetting

From 2008 to 2009, CBEEX succeeded in facilitating the first voluntary emission

reduction (VER) trading in China. The buyer was Tianping Auto Insurance

Company, headquartered in Shanghai. The GHG emissions reduction credits of

8,895.06 tons of CO2e occurred from the “Green Travel, Carbon Road” activity

organized by China Association for NGO Cooperation (CANGO), Environmental

Defense Fund (EDF) of the U.S., Beijing People's Broadcasting Corporation

(BPBC), People’s Daily Online, Sohu, etc. It’s also supported by Engineering and

Environment Department of Beijing Olympic Organizing Committee (BOOC),

Publicity and Education Center of BMEPB, “Old Community, New Greenness”

Activity initiated by Sino-Ocean Realestate Group, and 2 economic and finance

relevant channels of Beijing Television (BTV). Tianping Auto Insurance bought

8,026 tons CO2e for ¥278,000 to offset its carbon emission during its corporate

operation from 2004 to 2008. Transportation Research Institute (TRI) of

Tsinghua University invented a “Carbon Calculator” to verify the amount of GHG

emission reduced by obeying the “odd-and-even license plate” rule of car driving

between July 20 to September 20 during the 2008 Olympic Games.40 About 100

companies and 81,670 citizens registered to this activity.41 On December 11,

2008, the VER credits were verified, approved and went public on the list of

CBEEX. Since then, the concept of “carbon neutrality” has become popular.

Table 2: Stakeholder Analysis of Tianping Auto Insurance Voluntary Offsetting

Stakeholder Identity Provision Incentives

1 Tianping Auto
Insurance

Private
(Carbon
Source)

¥278,000
donated to
CANGO for
8,026 tons of
CO2e (2004 -
2008)

Congruent to it goal of “Better
Travel”; Undertaking social
responsibilities; Less car accidents;
First mover advantage; Public effect
(CCTV News)

2 TRI of Tsinghua Think Carbon Transformation of S&T Research

40 For reference, see the website link of “Carbon Calculator”: www.cleanair.net.cn.
41 Xiong Yan, Low Carbon Transition Roadmap: International Experience, China’s Choice, and Local
Practices(《低碳转型路线图：国际经验、中国选择与地方实践》), Beijing: China Economic Publishing House,
2011, pp.273-274. CBEEX, Significance and Targets of the Ranking for Voluntary Carbon Emission Reduction of
Chinese Companies in 2010(中国企业自愿减排 2010年度排行榜意义和目标), June 2011, pp.10-11.

https://www.baidu.com/link?url=TqtLc7wjlmQP6TYi667qmPM3GtRvewM41ohyAvoUOigV3M2ieaxlkt0vx9iH3eMxPZcx6HszjovfqADmJsd7lSdXLLu-jiDDVdPBNNA0cBkn9zI8jNQYcA5tDdEiUHTEsQbWR3nWlxS9GcYf_apLVK&wd=&eqid=fd7153ba000a833d00000003593bf387
https://www.baidu.com/link?url=trp3c00e56lIPvY0PpLOIKzbF13UmMwT_fz2ob0Wqerqri_cJoKUXrgdaJgnjjSEnNBeEakj2TIkCMCUCLLtdQHAJiRo60pm_kKUCnVu8R3VHW-UAMYg2q1Uktn9qq7lqTis35DTu8uGWZei9Hnpk9rNVKaLlX2K96VKpxsco6_&wd=&eqid=b6e1f3da000881ec00000003593bf412
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University Tank Calculator Achievement

3 CANGO NGO
(Carbon
Sink)

“Green Travel”
Foundation

Social development, poverty
alleviation, sustainable environment

4 EDF
Carbon trading
experience in
“Green Travel”

Transformation of mindset through
scientific, legal and economic tools

5 CBEEX SOE
(Hybrid)

Trading
platform & VER
certificates

Facilitating carbon trading as the 4th
party

6 News media Public/
Private News reporting Bridging environment policies and

public

7 BOOC Public
Political support

To achieve the aim of “Green, Scientific
and Humanity Olympics”

8 BMEPB Public Climate education

9 Sino-Ocean Real
Estate Group Private

“Old Community,
New Greenness”
Activity

Improving environment of residential
communities, encouraging citizens to
join low-carbon activities

Data resource: Xiong Yan, Low Carbon Transition Roadmap: International Experience, China’s Choice, and Local
Practices, pp.273-277.

As shown in Table 2, most stakeholders involved in this project has long been

active in environmental protection work. For example, EDF has been pioneering

in recommending the pollutants rights trading mechanism as the core policy tool

of Kyoto Protocol, promoting companies to reduce GEG emission, plastic boxes

usage, antibiotic elements in food, and to introduce new machines to improve

fuel utilization or to avoid oil dripping or leaking. This environment NGO strongly

believe that the limit of GHG emission is not contradictory to the economic

growth of the U.S.42 Therefore, “Green Travel, Carbon Road” is a perfect activity

transforming public mindset of environment protection through scientific, legal

and economic tools. As for CANGO, they started up a Special Foundation of

“Green Travel” in 2009, and the amount of money Tianping Auto Insurance paid

was donated to this foundation, for sustainable development of green travel.

42 Zhang Lingge, ed., trans., “Fred Krupp”, World Environment (《世界环境》), Vol. 5, 2006, p.90.

https://www.baidu.com/link?url=8PK7XqayOzG59suYCp6qC-0YIMAp7BqCBK6HGcfAeROc-9JWG8_ggAZ_xDX7glyBu_Ts6Er329RAssD9b6sdaBfQrzxbIJ-Mo5LjT3YdxNBgR3sxO9liMIRCyEJcSRVT&wd=&eqid=bdd8dc1900001a3600000003593ca85d
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Figure 2: Growth of Premium of Tianping Auto Insurance Company

Data source:

1. Tianping Auto Insurance, “Insurance Premium in the History of Tianping Insurance (天平保险历史保费收入),
http://company.haoxiana.com/fee/171.html, [2017-06-11];
2. Gao Gaifang, “Tianping Insurance Started to (天平保险去年实现盈利 保费收入增长 65%)”, January 27,
2011, http://money.163.com/11/0127/01/6RC9V70B00253B0H.html, [2017-06-11];
3. Zou Yonghao, “Despite of the Deficit for First Five Types of Insurance, AXATianping Had ANet Profit
Increase of 12 Times (安盛天平 2015净利增 12倍 收入前五险种全亏损)”, May 3, 2016,
http://insurance.hexun.com/2016-05-03/183658956.html, [2017-06-11].

After 2008, Tianping went on carrying out low-carbon projects. In 2009, 200

days before the Shanghai Expo 2010 started, they sponsored a low-carbon

education project “Across the Yangtze River Delta--Green Travel of Shanghai

Expo”, and provided free personal accident insurance for all the participants.

Tianping convened another VER project buying 1,428 tons of CO2e from

Dongping Hydro-power Project of Hunan Province, to offset its carbon emission

in 2009. During the Shanghai Expo 2010, Tianping claimed 2,000 Shanghai Expo

Green Travel Cards to citizens performing excellently in green traveling.43 All

these moments were reported by various news media in China, including China

Central Television (CCTV)--the most popular news in Chinese people’s mind,

making a very good publicity effect.44 Just as Figure 2 indicates, the insurance

premium volume of Tianping Auto Insurance Company grew rapidly since 2008.

43 “Tianping Insurance: Low-Carbon Economic Practices from Minuatia (天平保险：从细节入手实践低碳经济)”,
China Business Times, December 2, 2009, http://finance.sina.com.cn/roll/20091202/00003131500.shtml,
[2007-06-11].
44 He Qiongyu, Personal interview, March 23, 2017.

http://company.haoxiana.com/fee/171.html,
http://money.163.com/11/0127/01/6RC9V70B00253B0H.html,
http://insurance.hexun.com/2016-05-03/183658956.html,
http://finance.sina.com.cn/roll/20091202/00003131500.shtml,
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But because of increasing cost of operation and administration, great deficit was

seen in 2013. In 2014, Tianping merged with the French insurance company, AXA

Group, and became AXA Tianping.45 And in 2015, it had a net profit increase of

12 times. The corporate culture of “Better Travel” composing comprehensive

services including low carbon activities and O2O business pattern, known as

“Tianping Model” brought transnational collaboration and sustainable

development to this international joint ventures in China.

2. Cases after 2013

Since Beijing was selected as a pilot city in carbon emission trading in October

2011, relevant work has been done for making policies and regulations. On

November 20, 2013, BMCDR announced the Notice of Launching Carbon Emission

Trading in Beijing As A Pilot City, setting the standard at 10,000 tons of CO2e as

the bottom line for key compliant units, including direct and indirect emission

volume. Those whose annual comprehensive energy consumption were above

2,000 tons of standard coal equivalent (tce) were defined as reporting units.

Reporting units may reduce carbon emission on a voluntary basis, but will be

administered with the same procedures according to the same timetable. There

are three important dates for all relevant units. The first date is April 15th, when

all units should complete the online data reporting. The second date is April 30th,

every unit should submit their carbon emission report verified by a 3-party

institute. The third date is June 30th, BMCDR will certify annual emission quota

for key compliant units, and issue electronic certificates.46 According to the data

collected from all legal entities in Beijing, 415 were listed as key compliant units

in 2013, 543 in 2014, and 552 in 2015.47 And because of the adjustment from

45 AXATianping P&C Insurance Co., Ltd., AXA Tianping, Online Auto Insurance, 2004-2014,
http://www.axatp.com/about_us/, [2017-06-11].
46 BMCDR, Notice of Launching Carbon Emission Trading in Beijing As a Pilot City (《北京市发展和改革委员

会关于开展碳排放权交易试点工作的通知（京发改规〔2013〕5号）》), November 20, 2013,
http://qhs.ndrc.gov.cn/qjfzjz/201312/t20131231_697048.html, [2017-06-11].
47 BMCDR, Remarkable Effects Achieved in the Carbon Emission Trading in Beijing As A Pilot City (北京市碳排

放权交易试点取得明显实效), September 28, 2014,
http://www.ndrc.gov.cn/dffgwdt/201409/t20140928_626928.html, [2017-06-11].

http://www.axatp.com/about_us/,
http://qhs.ndrc.gov.cn/qjfzjz/201312/t20131231_697048.html,
http://www.ndrc.gov.cn/dffgwdt/201409/t20140928_626928.html,
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10,000 tons of CO2e to 5,000 tons of CO2e, 430 units were added, making the list

of 2015 increase to 972 key compliant units.48

1) Yanxi Lake International Exhibition Center (IEC)

According to the stringent regulations of BMCDR, not only companies will be

taken into account, hospitals, universities, institutions, and even government

organizations might also be blamed. Therefore, if a large-scale company could

avoid being listed, it must be an active low-carbon practitioner. Beijing

Enterprises Group Real-Estate Co. Ltd. (北控置业, BEGRC), established in 2010, is

just such a company. And what makes it connect with CBEEX is the first Zero

Carbon Building (ZCB), Yanxi Lake IEC.

On October 29, 2014, on the congratulation ceremony for the Completion of

Yanxi Lake IEC as a carbon neutral Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)

conference venue, CBEEX issued the carbon trading certificate for 3,902.72 tons

of CO2e to BEGRC. That amount includes 974.08 tons of direct emission, 1,469.57

tons of indirect emission, and 1,459.07 tons of emission taking place during the

shipment of construction materials, wastes, etc.49 This ZCB was designed by

Beijing Institute of Architectural Design (BIAD), a wholly state-owned company

established in 1949, integrating about 20 world-leading environment-friendly

technologies, such as fibre optics lighting. Its sewage treatment rate, and

decontamination rate of urban refuse could gradually rise to 100%.50 The total

energy saving rate of this ZCB is about 69%, and the utilization rate of renewable

energy reached 35%.51 This was also a success in the trial of building high

48 Li Zewei, “Key Compliant Units of Carbon Emission Will Be Adjusted(碳排放重点单位北京将调整范围)”,
Beijing Youth Daily (《北京青年报》), December 29, 2017, A5.
49 Liu Lili, “Carbon Neutrality Realized in the 1st International Summit ZCB (国内首个国际首脑峰会“零碳”场

馆实现碳中和)”, October 30, 2014,
http://finance.sina.com.cn/energy/industrydynamics/20141030/121520686581.shtml, [2017-06-11].
50 Zhang Qifan, “Beijing Yanxi Lake: A Leader in Energy Saving and Carbon Emission Reduction (北京雁栖湖：

将是节能低碳的典范)”, October 10, 2013, http://roll.sohu.com/20131010/n387850813.shtml, [2017-06-11].
51 Liu Lili, “Carbon Neutrality Realized in the 1st International Summit ZCB”.

http://finance.sina.com.cn/energy/industrydynamics/20141030/121520686581.shtml,
http://roll.sohu.com/20131010/n387850813.shtml
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precision synchronous hydraulic lifting in steel truss and concrete structure, by

combining displacement sensors, force sensors, travel sensors and computer

monitoring system together.52

The supplier for carbon sink was the 1st Chinese Certified Emission Reduction

(CCER) project, Anxi Xiangyang Wind Farm in Gansu Province, carried out by

Longyuan (Beijing) Carbon Asset Management Technology Co. Ltd. and Gansu

Xin'an Wind Power Generation Co. Ltd., approved in September 2014.53 And the

3-party verifying organization is Bureau Veritas (BV) from France, built in 1828.

BV applied ISO14064-1 (2006), and its representative spoke highly of BEGRC.

For their offering of taking the GHG emitted from shipment into consideration.54

Table 3: Stakeholder Analysis of Yanxi Lake IEC Voluntary Offsetting

Stakeholder Identity Provision Incentives

1 BEGRC

SOE
(Hybrid)
(Carbon
source)

Yanxi Lake IEC

21 economies in the 22th
APEC Summit; Brand
promotion; Beijing Clean
Air Action Plan; Quality
and sustainability in
public utilities building

2
Longyuan (Beijing)
Carbon Asset
Management Technology
Co. Ltd.

SOE
(Hybrid )
(Carbon
sink)

Anxi Xiangyang
Wind Power
Project, Gansu
Province

Power supply for
Northwest China

3
Gansu Xin'anWind
Power Generation Co.
Ltd.

4 CBEEX SOE (Hybrid) Trading platform &
VER certificates

Facilitating carbon trading
as the 4th party

5
Beijing Institute of
Architectural Design
(BIAD)

SOE (hybrid)
Complex structure
design with energy
saving technologies

Landmark architecture
design

6 Bureau Veritas (BV) Private
Emission reduction
examination and
verification

Professional assessment

Data resource: Zhang Weihua, “The History of the First CDM Project in China”, Economy. Vol.7, 2007, pp.22-25.

52 Gao Gang, Li Ruifeng, "Synchronous Hydraulic Lifting Composite Structures of Central Steel Truss and
Concrete Roofs in Beijing Yanxi Lake International Exhibition Center(北京雁栖湖国际会展中心中央区钢桁架

及混凝土屋面组合结构同步液压提升)", Construction Technology(《施工技术》), Vol.43, 2014, pp.389-394.
53 Ren Lei, “Longyuan Xiangyang Wind Power Project Approved as the 1st Patch of CCERs (龙源向阳风电项目

通过全国首批 CCER签发审核)”, China Electricity Council, October 16, 2014,
http://www.cec.org.cn/hangyeguangjiao/lvsenengyuan/2014-10-16/128767.html, [2017-06-12].
54 Liu Lili, “Carbon Neutrality Realized in the 1st International Summit ZCB”.

http://www.cec.org.cn/hangyeguangjiao/lvsenengyuan/2014-10-16/128767.html,
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From Table 3, it could be found that domestic stakeholders of the Yanxi Lake IEC

project are all SOEs. For example, Beijing Enterprises Group Real-Estate Co. Ltd.

Is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Beijing Enterprises Group Co. Ltd. (北京控股集

团有限公司, BEGC), which has been a pioneer in the marketalizing reformation

of public utilities. BEGC has all together 8 wholly-owned subsidiaries, and the

other 7 are engaged in businesses including natural gas, automation and

instrumentation, clean energy, expressways, “Smart City”, public works, etc.

Since the subsidiaries are diverse in ownership, including SOEs, listed companies,

and private enterprises, BEGC has a hybrid ownership, which is a striking feature

of modern SOE in China. Such enterprises take the development strategy of

national and local governments as their own strategy, making efforts to fulfill

public utilities building with high quality and sustainability.

The hybrid ownership of SOEs in China has been an institutional innovation in a

socialist country, which should have nothing private theoretically. In the past

three decades, China has been explore a right way to reform SOEs between

privatization and policy protection. Radical reformation may cause disastrous

problems like unemployment, social instability, economic decline. And there

have been energetic debates about whether pillar industries relevant to national

strategic development should be dominated by private companies. After the 3rd

Plenary Session of the 18th Central Committee of the CPC in November 2013,

experts realized that it is not the ownership that leads to economic inefficiency of

SOEs, but the policy burdens, such as imposing budget constraints, reluctance of

downsizing or pay cutting, made it hard for SOEs to take strides. Thus, it’s

identified as a consensus that gradual reformation should be chosen for SOEs’

development in China, which would be featured by hybrid ownership with

mechanisms innovations to remove policy burdens. That would be beneficial for
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both domestic industrial structure adjustments and regional and international

economic cooperation.55

Therefore, as for the Yanxi Lake IEC, which is both a landmark building in Beijing

for international cooperation, but also a modern low-carbon eco-friendly

architecture, SOEs are duty-bound to collaborate to carry out the project. That

does not mean they are monopolies without competition, but high-quality and

technology-intensive winners who have absolute advantages to bid for this

public construction project. Actually, except for dominant proportion of

state-owned shared assets and the co-leadership of both Party Committee and

Board of Directors, most SOEs in China are operated the same way with their

modern enterprise peers in the world.

2) Smart Shared Bikes

The 4th case is a unique phenomenon. When carbon trading derivative was

created, its creator meant to instill motivation to actors to provide

environmental public goods. However, in recent years, the emergence of smart

shared bikes in China is subverting this traditional views of compliance in GEG.

They don’t trade by carbon emission credits, but to lead low-carbon lifestyles of

riding bikes, using smart technology through Internet to make life more

convenient and happier.

According to theWhite Paper on Shared Bikes and City Development in 2017, from

April 2016 to April 2017, smart shared bikes have reduced 540,000 tons of CO2e,

which is equal to the annual GHG emission volume of 170,000 cars. At the same

time, they reduced 4.5 billion mg of PM2.5 substance emission, saving 0.46

billion liters of petroleum, and 29 million barrels of crude oil, which is equal to

55 Chen Lin, Tang Yangliu, “Transformation of Hybrid Ownership and Policy Burdens of State-Owned Enterprises
(SOEs)” (《混合所有制改革与国有企业政策性负担：基于早期国企产权改革大数据的实证研究》), Economists
(《经济学家》), Vol.11, 2014, pp.13-23.
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32 days of production of Daqing Oilfield in Heilongjiang Province.56 That’s not

yet counted into the carbon market of Beijing, but has been a great contribution

as carbon sinks.

In April 2014, Online Fuse Offline (ofo) Bicycle was established by several

co-founders, including a young entrepreneur graduated from Peking University,

Dai Wei. To solve the public travel problem the “last kilometers”, they invested in

designing, manufacturing and locating of 6 million small yellow shared bikes

without piles, using internet applications as shared platforms. People can

download the app from internet, and get the code for the locks. Combining with

the “Internet+” strategy of China, ofo cooperated with Beidou Navigation

Satellite System and Shanghai Phoenix Bicycle Co. Ltd. for new bike models

featuring lithium batteries, smart locks, sensors and LED lights. By using internet

of things technologies and leading algorithms such as deep learning, key metrics

of riding ofo could be recorded and simultaneously transferred to a cloud-backed

transportation platform, .57

Following ofo, shared bike companies mushroomed one by one. Mobike, founded

by HuWeiwei, a former auto journalist, in January 2015, is strong in GPS

positioning and automobile unlocking. Different from the yellow ofo bikes, the

orange Mobike is more delicately designed, using aluminum or even aerospace

grade scandium alloy, antiskid tire, driven by shaft instead of chains, so as to

keep good riding conditions for 4 years. And for recycling, Mobike cooperated

with China Renewable Resources Development Co. Ltd. for life-cycle

management of the bikes in May 2017.

After Mobike, Bluegogo were started up by Luding S&T Co. Ltd. in Tianjing

technically supported by a smart bike riding company called “Riding Beasts (野

56 Tsinghua Tongheng Design Institute of Beijing, Mobike, White Paper on Shared Bikes and City Development in
2017, April 12, 2017.
57 HeWei, “Pheonix hopes for ofo tie-up boost”, China Daily, May 9, 2017, p.13.
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兽骑行)” in November 2016 in Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, and was seen in

Beijing in February 2017. In several months’ time, Bluegogo has become a strong

competitor for ofo and Mobike. There are 3 reasons for that: First, reasonable

price. Citizens can deposit ¥99 to register, or to deposit ¥199 to get a free-riding

card for half a year. Bluegogo united Ant Financial Services Group, so that those

users who have good credit record (more than 700 scores) could register freely.

Second, professional riding experience. Bluegogo Pro is made of carbon fibre,

and has a 3-speed Jubilee Manor manual transmitter for riders to choose. Third,

smart video screen. Bluegogo Pro 2 even has an embedded central controlled

panel with a LED video screen to show riding metrics and to provide mapping

guidance.58

Some say the entrepreneurs of shared bikes are crazy people doing crazy things.

However, they perceive public goods and commercial profit-making as

co-evolutionary. For them, commercial values could be well created in the

process of social values.59 According to Haas, solution-oriented scientists could

be legitimized only when they are recognized by public sectors, identified and

assessed in their specific functional roles, based on local social facts, conforming

to former norms and principles, chosen fairly with deliberation or even

contestation, and constructing in discursive practices in the input, process, and

output stages.60 But when private companies are providing public goods, just

because they themselves expects to travel with smart shared bicycles, they have

become “prosumers”--both producers and consumers of clean air and low-carbon

environment.

58 Wei Qing, “Free-riding for Half a Year! Bluegogo Pioneers in 3-Speed Transmission and Carbon Fibre Bikes (半
年免费骑！小蓝单车首推内三速、碳纤维单车)”, March 22, 2017,
http://tech.163.com/17/0322/15/CG53FDFL00097U7R.html, [2017-06-13].
59 Melody, “Hu Weiwei from Mobike: Public and Private Goods Could Be Achieved at One Time (摩拜

单车胡玮炜：公益和商业是可以兼得的)”, March 20, 2017, http://www.geekpark.net/topics/218273, [2017-06
-13].
60 Peter M. Haas, “The Epistemic Authority of Solution-Oriented Global Environmental Assessments”, p.2.

http://tech.163.com/17/0322/15/CG53FDFL00097U7R.html,
http://www.geekpark.net/topics/218273,
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Furthermore, private actors are authorized to set rules for the public to carry out GEG

by riding bikes, such as how to deploy millions of bicycles, how to help consumers

form good riding habits, how much should price of hourly riding and the amount of

deposit be, and so on. Their fierce competition could benefit citizens who could enjoy

lower prices for safe and happy journey with high-quality services.

To avoid being beaten in the competition, they have to innovate, both in services and

game rules. For example, to encourage citizens to ride bikes, Youôn Shared Bike

Company decided to create an online individual carbon trading system, making use of

the Internet of things and big data technology, riders could exchange their riding

distance into carbon credits or “carbon coins”, which are available to buy gifts or

items in online shops.61 These entrepreneurs are innovating in solving problems

in short urban trips, competing to realize new ideas. Ofo’s trying to realize

citizens’ interaction with satellites in the sky. Bluegogo’s Chinese Unicorn (Qí Lín)

Plan may provide precision advertising platform as a start for new business

model of shared bikes.62

III. Conclusion

Carbon trading, as a financial derivative and a public policy tool, is like a

“transmitter” of identities between the public and the private, thus bringing about

fundamental transformation in domains and perceptions of the public and the private.

Such transmission creates more and more prosumers of GEG as a public good. And it

seems that we are in a time featured by prosumers’ collaborative innovation on how to

find their niche in contributing efforts in optimizing public goods provision.

61 Qian Fan, “Youôn Bike Platform, ACase of Shared Economy (永安行平台实现分享经济)”, China Youth
Network, March 31, 2017, http://news.youth.cn/jsxw/201703/t20170331_9392178.htm, [2017-06-13].
62 Feng Weizhe, “Bluegogo Defines “Qi Lin” Plan as A Start Point for Shared Bikes’ Business Model”(小蓝单车

定义“麒麟计划”开启共享单车商业模式)”, May 19, 2017, http://tech.tgbus.com/201705/20170519171259.shtml,
[2017-06-13].

http://news.youth.cn/jsxw/201703/t20170331_9392178.htm,
http://tech.tgbus.com/201705/20170519171259.shtml,
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This coincide with the concept of “the enabling state” proposed by Gilbert in 1980s.

Since 1970s, there emerged a tendency in the western countries that they would

improve the way of social welfare and services provision of public sectors by

introducing social expenditure into private non-profit organizations, so as to take the

way of “join provision of welfare by both the public and the private”.63 It has two

striking features. Firstly, the formerly “welfare states” may have both governments

and private actors as providers of public goods, which is also called “private provision

of public goods”.64 Secondly, funding resources would change from national direct

financing to national indirect spending. It means governments could outsource the

welfare services to private organizations through open bidding. Otherwise, they can

give cash or vouchers to citizens who are in need of remedies, and the citizens could

choose service providers according to their own preferences. Providing tax exemption

for social welfare buyers is another way in that perspective. Thirdly, transforming

from protecting workers to protecting work. The enabling state highly regards “public

support for private responsibility”, encouraging individuals, families, residential

communities and non-profit organizations to undertake more social responsibilities.65

Cases presented in this paper covers public infrastructure industries of environment

sanitation, auto insurance, public architecture, and public transportation. Degrees of

their willingness in public goods providing are gradually increasing, which could be

judged from two aspects: (1) Are their accesses into the carbon trading system

compliant or not? (2)Is the rationale of their value discovery passive acceptance of

active innovation? They may not be representative of all social welfare areas

including public security, health care, education, etc., but they are good samples to

verify that non-public actors could perform excellently in public goods provision with

political supports from government authorities. Perceptional transformation is the key

63 Neil Gilbert and Barbara Gilbert, The Enabling State: Modern Welfare Capitalism in America, New York:
Oxford University Press, 1989; Neil Gilbert, Transformation of the Welfare State: The Silent Surrender of Public
Responsibility, New York: Oxford University Press, 2002.
64 Roger L. Kemp, ed., Privatization: The Provision of Public Services by the Private Sector, Jefferson: McFarland
& Company, Inc., Publishers, 1991.
65 Neil Gilbert, Transformation of the Welfare State: The Silent Surrender of Public Responsibility, pp.44-45.
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part of such supports, which indicates the genuine partnerships could only be found in

“horizontal/collegial” public-private relations, instead of “vertical/hierarchical”

ones.66 In that sense, governments don’t have to play dominant roles in public

governance, but to coordinate or suture for leaks in public-private cooperation.

In a nation state with complex political, economic and social institutions like China,

public, private and hybrid actors are trying to promote the development through

public-private collaborative governance or “hybrid governance” in low-carbon and

environmental protection causes. The greatest challenge is about how to find the point

of equilibrium among hybrid stakeholders, which is not only a process of trials and

errors, but also a story of increasing maturity with courageous experiments and

innovations for the lofty goal of global sustainability.

66 Roger Wettenhall, “The Rhetoric and Reality of Public-Private Partnerships”, Public Organization Review,
Vol.3, Issue 1, 2003, pp.77-107.
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